display
systems

about us
1992

Foundation
of the company

2012

Further growth and development
of the company - another printing
department was created - UV printing
department (flat materials)

1998

First printing department
- latex balloon printing
department was created.

2014

Dye-sublimation printing
department was established

2003

ISO standards were implemented and
production line of balloon accessories
(sticks and cups) was launched

2016

Cardboard POS displays
production line was launched

2005

EU subsidy
was granted

2018

Gas-tight inflatables were added
to the company's offer

2008

Next printing departments were created
- large format printing department
and pneumatic inflatables department

2021

Introduction of another UV printing
machine (rolled materials)

2009

Modernization of machinery park
- automatic feeders to latex balloons
printing machines were installed

2021

Online store opening
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fabric
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
14 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV PRINTING

Materials:
wooden countertop,
aluminium frame,
printing on stretch
fabric

RECTANGULAR

Product code: GL-SW-004

countertop made
of high quality
plywood

Features:
 countertop in rectangular shape
with rounded edges
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of frame: durable
aluminium rods
 printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

handy canvas
bag as a part
of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

80
×
100
CM

COUNTERTOP
80×40
CM

4

fabric
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
AVERAGE

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
32 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop,
aluminium frame
printing on stretch
fabric

RECTANGULAR XXL
Product code: GL-SW-005
Features:
 countertop in rectangular shape
with rounded edges
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of frame: durable
aluminium rods
 printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

countertop made of
high quality plywood

Dimensions:
COUNTER

160
×
100
CM

COUNTERTOP
160×40
CM

4
5

handy canvas bag
as a part of the set

stable
construction

fabric
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
12 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop,
aluminium frame
printing on stretch
fabric

CURVED

Product code: GL-SW-006

countertop made
of high quality
plywood

Features:
 ’kidney’-shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of frame: durable
aluminium rods
 printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

handy canvas
bag as a part
of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

80
×
96
CM

COUNTERTOP
80×41
CM
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fabric
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
10 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop,
aluminium frame
printing on stretch
fabric

OVAL

Product code: GL-SW-007

countertop made
of high quality
plywood

Features:
 oval-shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of frame: durable
aluminium rods
 printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

handy canvas
bag as a part
of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

60
×
100
CM

COUNTERTOP
60×40
CM
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fabric
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
12 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop,
aluminium frame
printing on stretch
fabric

TRIANGULAR

Product code: GL-SW-008

countertop made
of high quality
plywood

Features:
 countertop in triangular shape
with rounded edges
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of frame: durable
aluminium rods
 printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

handy canvas
bag as a part
of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

65
×
100
CM

COUNTERTOP
65
×
65
CM

8

counter
with topper

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
12 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
white PVC board
countertop
graphics sticked out
on panels of counter

Product code: GL-SW-009
Features:
 counter made entirely of white PVC board
 graphics sticked out on panels of counter
 topper shape could be customized
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy bag

countertop in
a shape of trapeze

handy canvas
bag as a part
of the set

 205 CM 

WITH
TOPPER

ultralight
and stable
construction

Dimensions:
WITHOUT
TOPPER

81
×
90
CM

COUNTERTOP
81×47
CM

9

counter
with topper

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
TWO BAGS

WEIGHT:
15 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
PVC panel as advertising
surface area

CURVED

Product code: GL-SW-010
easy to assemble
construction

Features:
 ‘Kidney’shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality of plywood
with top part in black
 material of advertising part: durable PVC panel
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in two transport bags tube for PVC panel and bag for countertop
and base

 222 CM 

WITH
TOPPER

handy carrying
bags as parts
of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
WITHOUT
TOPPER

91
×
93
CM

COUNTERTOP

TOPPER

91×47
CM

77×28
CM

10

pop-up velcro
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
10 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
printing on decor fabric

Product code: GL-SW-011
Features:
 countertop in rectangular shape
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of advertising part: decor fabric
mounted with Velcro tape
 material of frame: durable aluminium
and highest quality plastic
 practical shelf
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

easy to assemble
construction

handy shelf
as a part
of the set

plastic
connectors
of frame

Dimensions:
COUNTER

100
×
100
CM

COUNTERTOP
100×38
CM
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pop-up
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
12 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
printed PVC panel

SMALL

Product code: GL-SW-012
easy to assemble
construction

Features:
 oval-shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of advertising part: PVC panel
 material of frame: durable aluminium
and highest quality plastic
 practical shelf
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

handy canvas
bag as a part
of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

90
×
90
CM

COUNTERTOP
90×40
CM
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pop-up
counter

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
17 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
printed PVC panel

LARGE

Product code: GL-SW-013
easy to assemble
construction

Features:
 ‘Kidney’-shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of advertising part: PVC panel
 material of frame: durable aluminium
and highest quality plastic
 practical shelf
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a handy
canvas bag

handy carrying
bags as parts
of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

140
×
90
CM

COUNTERTOP
140×40
CM

13

counter
promo S

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
TWO BAGS

WEIGHT:
8 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
printed PVC panel

ROUND

Product code: GL-SW-014
easy to assemble
construction

Features:
 rounded countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of advertising part: PVC panel
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a bag and cylindrical
bag for PVC panel

two handy bags
as parts of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

45
×
93
CM

COUNTERTOP
45×45
CM
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counter
promo m

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
TWO BAGS

WEIGHT:
12 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
printed PVC panel

OVAL

Product code: GL-SW-015
easy to assemble
construction

Features:
 oval-shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of advertising part: PVC panel
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a bag and cylindrical
bag for PVC panel

two handy bags
as parts of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

81
×
93
CM

COUNTERTOP
81×41
CM
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counter
promo L

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
TWO BAGS

WEIGHT:
14 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
printed PVC panel

CURVED

Product code: GL-SW-016
easy to assemble
construction

Features:
 ‘kidney’-shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of advertising part: PVC panel
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a bag and cylindrical
bag for PVC panel

two handy bags
as parts of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

91
×
93
CM

COUNTERTOP
91×47
CM
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counter
promo XL

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
TWO BAGS

WEIGHT:
13 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
wooden countertop
printed PVC panel

TEARDROP

Product code: GL-SW-017
easy to assemble
construction

Features:
 ‘teardrop’-shaped countertop
 material of countertop: high quality
of plywood with top part in black
 material of advertising part: PVC panel
 high quality printing - up to 1440dpi
 counter is packed in a bag and cylindrical
bag for PVC panel

two handy bags
as parts of the set

stable
construction

Dimensions:
COUNTER

94
×
93
CM

COUNTERTOP
94×47 CM

17

fabric
stand

DOUBLE-SIDED

ASSEMBLY TIME:
AVERAGE

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 6 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
aluminium frame
double-sided printing
on stretch fabric

no gaps

Product code: GL-SW-018
Features:
 material of frame: durable aluminium pipes
(diameter 25mm)
 stable metal base with rubber pads
 double-sided printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 no gaps between stands (when two or more
systems are joined)
 stand is packed in a handy bag
handy carrying
bag as a part
of the set
Available dimensions:

60
×
230
CM

90
×
230
CM

120
×
230
CM

stable montage
system

150
×
230
CM

18

fabric
wall

ASSEMBLY TIME:
AVERAGE

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 8 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
DYE-SUBLIMATION

Materials:
aluminium frame
(Φ 32 mm)
double-sided printing
on stretch fabric

STRAIGHT

Product code: GL-SW-019
Features:
 material of frame: durable aluminium
pipes (diameter 35mm) with stabilizing
aluminium legs
 double-sided printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 frame is packed in a handy bag

stable construction

Available dimensions:

250
×
230
CM

300
×
230
CM

400
×
230
CM

500
×
230
CM

600
×
230
CM

19

handy carrying bag

fabric
wall

ASSEMBLY TIME:
AVERAGE

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 8 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
DYE-SUBLIMATION

Materials:
aluminium frame
(Φ 32 mm)
double-sided printing
on stretch fabric

CURVED

Product code: GL-SW-020
Features:
 dedicated curved shape ensures
stability of the system
 material of frame: durable aluminium
pipes (diameter 35mm)
 double-sided printing on superb stretch fabric
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 frame is packed in a handy bag

stable, curved construction

Available dimensions:

250
×
230
CM

300
×
230
CM

400
×
230
CM

530
×
230
CM

20

handy carrying bag

ASSEMBLY TIME:
AVERAGE

banner
wall

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 7 KG

Materials:
black powder coated
aluminium frame (Φ 22 mm)
PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
single-sided or double-sided
UV/SOLVENT
printing on banner material or fabric

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

STANDARD

Product code: GL-SW-021

Dimensions:

effordless adjustable frame

stable construction

min. 92 cm max. 240 cm

Features:
 telescopic regulation of vertical or
horizontal dimensions
 material of frame: durable aluminium pipes
(diameter 22mm) available in black
 single-sided or double-sided printing on
banner material or fabric
 simplicity of printout assembly
 graphics could be exchangable
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 frame is packed in a handy bag

 92–240CM 

 110–240CM 

min. 110 cm max. 240 cm

21

ASSEMBLY TIME:
LONG

banner
wall

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 11 KG

Materials:
black powder coated
aluminium frame (Φ 32 mm)
PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
single-sided or double-sided
UV/SOLVENT
printing on banner material or fabric

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

XXL

Product code: GL-SW-022

Dimensions:

effordless adjustable frame

stable construction

min. 100 cm max. 240 cm

Features:
 telescopic regulation of vertical or
horizontal dimensions
 material of frame: durable aluminium pipes
(diameter 32mm) available in black
 single-sided or double-sided printing on
banner material or fabric
 simplicity of printout assembly
 graphics could be exchangable
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 frame is packed in a handy bag

 100–240CM 

 175–300CM 

min. 175 cm max. 300 cm

22

smart frame
wall

ASSEMBLY TIME:
AVERAGE

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 11 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
aluminium profile frame
(profile width - 40 mm)
double-sided printing
on stretch fabric

DOUBLE-SIDED

Product code: GL-SW-023
easy and quick
graphics exchange

Features:
 material of frame: durable aluminium
profiles
 system equiped with two legs for stabilizing
in silver color
 double-sided printing on superb
stretch fabric
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 frame is packed in a canvas bag

durable and solid
construction
of frame

stable system
with legs

Dimensions:

100
×
210
CM

23

luminous
coffer

ASSEMBLY TIME:
LONG

PACKAGING:
CARDBOARD BOX

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 12 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
aluminium profile frame
(profile width - 75 mm)
printing on dedicated
fabric

WALL MOUNTED

Product code: GL-SW-024
ultra light
aluminium profiles

Features:
 material of frame: durable aluminium profiles
(width 75mm)
 intense internal LED lighting system along
shorter or longer edges
 electric system with a controller included
as a part of the set
 easy wall mounting
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 effordless printout exchange
 coffer is packed in a cardboard box
with user manual for self-assebly

safe output
for cables

edge-lit LED
backlighting

Available dimensions:
 max. 300CM 
 OPTIONAL 

24

luminous
coffer

ASSEMBLY TIME:
LONG

PACKAGING:
CARDBOARD BOX

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 16 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
aluminium profile frame
(profile width - 125 mm)
printing on dedicated
fabric

STANDING

Product code: GL-SW-025
ultra light
aluminium profiles

Features:
 material of frame: durable aluminium profiles
(width 125mm)
 intense internal LED lighting system along
shorter or longer edges
 electric system with a controller included
as a part of the set
 easy assembly
 high quality of printing - up to 1440dpi
 effordless printout exchange
 coffer is packed in a cardboard box
with user manual for self-assebly

safe output
for cables

edge-lit LED
backlighting

Available dimensions:
 max. 300CM 
 OPTIONAL 
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rollup
STANDARD

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 3,6 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
blockout banner
durable aluminium
cassette

Product code: GL-SW-026
Features:
 roll-up cassette made of high quality
aluminium
 the top of the pole does not protrude
above the graphics
 two legs stabilize system
 assembly and disassembly in few minutes
 high quality of printing - up to 1440 dpi
 rollup is packed in a black bag with
a business card pocket, padded
bag tops and individual cardbox

easy and
convenient
assembly

handy carrying
bag as a part
of the set

durable
aluminium
cassette

Available dimensions:

80
×
200
CM

85
×
200
CM

100
×
200
CM

120
×
200
CM

150
×
200
CM
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rollup
DOUBLE-SIDED

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 6 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
blockout banner
durable aluminium
cassette

Product code: GL-SW-027
Features:
 two-sided roll up model: two separate
printouts
 the top of the pole does not protrude
above the graphics
 wide bottom bar for elegant appearance
and increased stability
 high quality of printing - up to 1440 dpi
 rollup is packed in a black bag with
a business card pocket, padded
bag tops and individual cardbox

easy and
convenient
assembly

handy carrying
bag as a part
of the set

two printouts in
one double-sided
cassette

Available dimensions:

85
×
200
CM

100
×
200
CM

120
×
200
CM

27

rollup
PREMIUM

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 4,2 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
blockout banner
durable aluminium
cassette

Product code: GL-SW-028
Features:
 elegant and stylish roll-up cassette
with wide bottom bar
 the top of the pole does not protrude
above the graphics
 high quality of printing - up to 1440 dpi
 rollup is packed in a black bag with
a business card pocket, padded
bag tops and individual cardbox

easy and convenient
assembly

handy carrying
bag as a part
of the set

elegant and
stylish cassette

Available dimensions:

85
×
200
CM

100
×
200
CM

120
×
200
CM

150
×
200
CM
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X-BANNER

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CARRYING BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 1,8 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
banner blockout
construction made of metal
painted in black and fiberglass

Product code: GL-SW-029
easy mounting
system

Features:
 construction made of metal painted in black
and fiberglass
 ultralight, easy to carry and use - only 1,8 kg
 easy to assemble
 high quality of printing - up to 1440 dpi
 x-banner system and printout are packed
in a handy bag with a zipper

handy canvas bag
as a part
of the set

Available dimensions:

60
×
160
CM

80
×
180
CM

120
×
210
CM
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L-BANNER
Product code: GL-SW-030

ASSEMBLY TIME:
SHORT

PACKAGING:
CANVAS BAG

WEIGHT:
STARTS FROM 2 KG

PRINT TECHNOLOGY:
UV

Materials:
banner blockout
construction made of metal
and fiberglass

easy and
convenient
assembly

Features:
 ultralight, stable construction
 easy to assemble
 high quality of printing - up to 1440 dpi
 l-banner system and printout are packed
in a handy bag with a zipper

simple and stable
construction

Available dimensions:

80
×
180
CM

100
×
200
CM
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price list
PRODUCT

CODE

PRICE *

GL-SW-005

990 zł

GL-SW-007

420 zł

Rectangular fabric counter

GL-SW-004

Curved fabric counter

GL-SW-006

Rectangular fabric counter XXL
Oval fabric counter

Triangular fabric counter
Counter with topper

Curved counter with topper
Pop-up Velcro counter
Pop-up counter small
Pop-up counter large

Counter Promo S (round)
Counter Promo M (oval)

Counter Promo L (curved)

Counter Promo XL (teardrop)

Double-sided fabric stand 60×230

Double-sided fabric stand 90×230

Double-sided fabric stand 120×230

Double-sided fabric stand 150×230
Straight fabric wall 250×230

Straight fabric wall 300×230

Straight fabric wall 400×230
Straight fabric wall 500×230

Straight fabric wall 600×230
Curved fabric wall 250×230

Curved fabric wall 300×230

Curved fabric wall 400×230
Curved fabric wall 530×230

Smart frame wall

GL-SW-023

GL-SW-012

450 zł

GL-SW-015

420 zł

540 zł

GL-SW-018

365 zł

GL-SW-019

1150 zł

Rollup standard 120×200

Rollup standard 150×200

Rollup double-sided 85×200

Rollup double-sided 100×200
Rollup double-sided 120×200
Rollup premium 85×200

Rollup premium 100×200
Rollup premium 120×200

Rollup premium 150×200
X-banner 60×160

730 zł

X-banner 80×180

X-banner 120×180

1250 zł

GL-SW-019

1450 zł

GL-SW-019

1950 zł

1750 zł

GL-SW-020

1050 zł

GL-SW-020

1350 zł

GL-SW-020

Rollup standard 100×200

630 zł

680 zł

GL-SW-020

Rollup standard 85×200

590 zł

GL-SW-018

GL-SW-019

Luminous coffer (standing)

375 zł

GL-SW-016

GL-SW-019

Luminous coffer (wall mounted)

520 zł

545 zł

GL-SW-018

Banner wall XXL

430 zł

GL-SW-013

GL-SW-018

950 zł

460 zł

550 zł

GL-SW-017

GL-SW-022

GL-SW-021

GL-SW-010

GL-SW-014

PRICE *

Banner wall standard

460 zł

GL-SW-011

CODE

490 zł

GL-SW-008
GL-SW-009

PRODUCT

1150 zł

1850 zł

L-banner 80×180

L-banner 100×200

GL-SW-024

740 zł

1050 zł
individual pricing

GL-SW-025

individual pricing

GL-SW-026

135 zł

GL-SW-026

115 zł

GL-SW-026

155 zł

GL-SW-027

330 zł

GL-SW-026

175 zł

GL-SW-027

360 zł

GL-SW-028

240 zł

GL-SW-027

390 zł

GL-SW-028

280 zł

GL-SW-028

390 zł

GL-SW-029

95 zł

GL-SW-028
GL-SW-029

320 zł
75 zł

GL-SW-029

150 zł

GL-SW-030

140 zł

GL-SW-030

120 zł

* Prices given are netto prices and for sales within Poland 23% tax
should be added

Prices could vary in case of modified printing options.

Feel free to send us a quote request for large quantity orders.
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GRUPA LUXPOL WOLEK Sp. J.
ul. Przemysłowa 60
43-100 Tychy
+48 32 780 11 04
+48 665 308 804
biuro@grupaluxpol.pl
www.grupaluxpol.pl

